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ABSTRACT
Professor Bernold HASENKNOPF

We have developed over the last decade several synthetic approaches for functionalizing POMs with organic molecules, and for performing organic reactions on grafted ligands. The interplay between these inorganic metal-oxide clusters and organic molecules diversifies their properties and applications. This presentation will give an introduction into this rich polyoxometalate chemistry, and then focus on three examples of uses of organically functionalized POMs:

- The combination of POMs with polymers – either obtained by grafting polymer chains or by polymerization from grafted initiator – gives rise to smart materials.[1,2]
- The grafting of organocatalysts onto chiral, enantiomerically pure POM, yields a chiral catalyst. The chiral information can be transferred from the inorganic framework to organic substrates in an enatioselective reaction.[3]
- A POM bio-functionalized with a DNA primer was successfully used in a PCR protocol, the POM-DNA hybrid was annealed to electrode surface bound DNA, and detected by electrochemistry. This opens the way to electrochemical DNA sequencing.[4]

For each case, the synthetic and analytical challenges that were solved are also presented.

Left: Chirality transfer from oxide surface to organics. Right: POM-DNA hybrid annealed to surface bound DNA as electrochemically active label for DNA detection.
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